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Dear Parent/Guardian

We have been pleased to welcome some new members of staff to TWGGS this term. In addition to those I notified

you about in December, Ms Becky Rogers, a TWGGS Old Girl who plans to train as a teacher from September having

graduated recently, is doing some catch-up and support with individuals and small groups in Physics and Maths, as

well as supporting our cover supervisor team. Ms Rosie Froome, a recent Old Girl is similarly supporting pupils in

Psychology and Sociology before she heads off to university. We are most grateful for their support of the school.

Fencing Champion Eilidh Paterson - Mrs Wybar

Congratulations to Eilidh Paterson 8T who competed at the Scottish Youth Fencing Championships weekend in

Edinburgh. On the Saturday she won the Under 13 Ladies Epee and then on the Sunday, despite only being 12 , won

the Under 17 Ladies Epee, meaning she is double national champion. EIlidh also took part in the South East Regional

championships on 6th February, coming second in the Under 14 girls Epee and being selected to represent South East

region in the British National Championships on 29th April - 1st May. Very well done Eilidh!

Adventures in Sound - Mr Smith

TWGGS is a member of the West Kent Independent State School Partnership (WK ISSP), a partnership of eight schools

across the independent, state and special needs sectors in the local area. The partnership aims to provide exciting

learning opportunities for pupils across the schools, sharing facilities and resources and encouraging links between

schools, businesses and the local community. On the evening of Wednesday 27th April 2022, we will be holding our

first event since the pandemic - a lecture on the theme “Adventures in Sound, “ for Years 7 and 8. We are hoping to

have three speakers to speak at the lecture for around 20 minutes each and then take part in the Q&A at the end and

are reaching out to parents/carers for help.

If you have any expertise in an area which could fit into the Adventures in Sound theme and would be happy to give

up an evening to speak at the lecture, we would love to hear from you. It could be the scientific side of sound, the

musical side of sound, how sound is used in the media, or even how sound is used within the medical field. If this is

something you can help with, please contact Mr Smith, Deputy Headteacher - richard.smith@twggs.kent.sch.uk. We

look forward to hearing from you.

Autumn Charity Term - Julie Robinson, GEP Fundraising Trustee
I would like to thank the Charity Prefects and all the pupils and families at TWGGS who supported the numerous
fundraising events in aid of Ghana Education Project last term. The total raised was just over £5000 which is a
tremendous boost to our small charity that relies on many small events to raise money. Our activities have been
severely curtailed during Covid and we are therefore incredibly grateful for the continued support we receive from
TWGGS. The money will be spent on textbooks for Kyabobo Girls’ School, a secondary school that the charity built
and now runs in association with the Ghana Education Service. The school opened in 2013 and text books are now
needing replacement.

We are very proud that some of our past pupils are now thriving on university courses at some of Ghana’s top
universities. This is an outstanding achievement for pupils who come from an area where many girls don’t complete
secondary school, let alone aspire to tertiary education. You can read about the experience of Patience in her first
year of nursing college in our GEP Christmas Newsletter https://www.ghanaeducationproject.org.uk/

Year 9 Drama Festival - Beth Chilvers 9T & Lucy Evans 9T

The annual Year 9 Drama Festival took place on 26th January: it saw the coming together of the Year 9 forms who

had each prepared their own production of a modern play. During the three weeks of rehearsal, pupils were tasked

with the challenge of creating a full production of two key scenes from their given play that involved: the design of
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set, costume, lighting, sound, and promotional materials, as well as casting actors’ roles with organising rehearsal

schedules. On the day of the performance usual lessons were suspended which left time for final alterations to take

place. Each form was given an opportunity for a technical run through allowing them to have a final practice with

actors in their costumes with light and sound before their performance. Whilst rehearsals were taking place, the

promotional teams were busy displaying their box sets, 3D programmes and posters which included an overall

summary of the play.

After final preparations were made, all the Year 9 forms headed down to the hall for the performances and

promotional materials to be showcased to the rest of the year and the judges, for the first time. The first

performance was from 9T, who performed the Curious Incident of the Dog in The Night-Time, a play that brings

awareness to the struggle of autistic people in our society. The judges later awarded them ‘best sound and lighting’

as they believed that the colours and the dramatic changes were very suitable towards a play of this matter. Next was

‘Blue Stockings’ , a play presented by 9W. This was set in 1896 in a girls’ college; its title refers to blue stockings which

was a derogatory term for female intellectuals, and expressed the judgement given by them from society. Their

performance was awarded for their ‘overall visual impact’. Third was Lord of the Flies presented by 9I. The play offers

a nihilistic perspective on the inherent darkness of human nature and the danger of a lawless society. The judges

gave them the award for ‘best set design’ for their creative outlook on the play.

The penultimate performance was by 9G showcasing their take on Blood Brothers, a play revolving around fraternal

twins Mickey and Eddie, who were separated at birth. This production was given the award for ‘best promotional

materials’. Finally, we saw 9S take to the stage for their take on Noughts and Crosses, a play which enlightens us

through the differences that money can make in a modern day society played through two people, one rich and one

poor; they were gifted the award for ‘effective use of space’ as they acted from within the audience. After watching

all of the plays, the judges decided the play that was executed the best was 9I’s performance, Lord of the Flies,

therefore giving them the overall prize for their production. The weeks prior and the day itself provided a great

experience and were loved by all pupils involved.

CCF Gift-giving Event - UO St Pierre

Since September, TWGGS CCF have started to make a concerted effort towards giving back to our community,

particularly focusing on providing support, resources and friendship to refugee families. We were fortunate enough

to get in touch with the local organisation ‘Tunbridge Wells Welcomes Refugees’ and quickly began planning our first

charity event. Given the approaching holiday season we decided that we wanted to give small Christmas presents to

local families who have sought refuge in Tunbridge Wells. In the run up to Christmas, each section within the

contingent was assigned an age group for which cadets had to collect small gifts for. These presents were then

brought into school where a large group of cadets then assembled in the school gym during several lunch times to

help wrap and label all of the donations. This was a really fun and festive task to do and provided the opportunity for

the contingent to get to know each other better outside of CCF hours. The gifts were then delivered to the organisers

of the TWWR charity where they could then be distributed amongst the families.

Overall our contingent donated over 60 presents, with several contributions coming from family members of cadets

as well. This gift-giving event was not only a rewarding experience for all of the cadets involved but also a great way

to introduce TWGGS CCF to the local refugee families in the hope that we can begin to build a strong relationship

with others who are looking to make a difference within our community.

Sociology In Action Conference - Philippa Ralph L6B and Nikita Rayner L6B
On 13th December Upper and Lower Sixth Sociology students went to the Sociology in Action conference held in the
Emmanuel Centre. The day consisted of talks from five guest speakers. The first speaker, Dr Jennifer Fleetwood,
talked about women’s offending and poverty as an explanation for it. She told us about her research into the matter
where she used ethnography and interviews to understand women’s involvement in drug trafficking as mules and as
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street level drug dealers in prisons in Quito, Ecuador. She argues that women’s participation in the drugs trade cannot
be adequately understood through the lenses of either victimisation or agency. The next speaker, Kalwant Bhopal, is a
professor of Education and Social Justice at the University of Birmingham and also Deputy Director of the Centre for
Research in Race and Education. Her research looks at racism, exclusion and marginalization of minorities and how
this operates in predominantly white places, for example, education. In 2018 she released a book called White
Privilege: The Myth of a Post Racial Society which explores how black and minority ethnic people in the UK and
people of colour in the US experience othering and encounter white privilege in their everyday lives. This book is a
powerful critique of anti-discrimination policy but will serve as a call to action.

Dexter Dias QC is an award-winning barrister who has been involved in some of the biggest cases involving human
rights, murder, crimes against humanity, terrorism, war crimes and genocide. Through his practice in law, he has seen
various manifestations of conscious deliberate racism and bigotry in society. He believes that this is “the tip of the
iceberg”. He believes that it is the structural reproduction of unequal and disproportionate outcomes that affects far
more people. Dias has done a couple of Ted talks which are great for finding out more about these issues. The next
speaker was Professor Helen Wood who looked at the way the working class have been represented in recent British
media. She looked at tabloids' language of ‘scroungers’ to television’s ‘poverty porn’. Her research into recent media
showed how the working class were described as ‘shameless, oversexed and fake’. She criticised TV programmes such
as Love Island as their contestants are presented as society’s preferred image of working-class members.

The final speaker of the day was Dr Tara Young who is a Senior Lecturer in Criminal Justice and Criminology at the
School of Social Policy, Sociology, and Social Research. Her research focused on young people as perpetrators and
victims of violent crime and also looked into the manifestation of the ‘gang’ as a social problem in the UK. She
continues to talk about how drill music promotes gang violence and youth crime through explicit lyrics and says she is
aware of the issues as she grew up in a rough area herself. Overall, the day was very informative and on behalf of
those who went we believe it was a very fulfilling experience.

The PIPA Trial - Mrs Marchant

An online Parenting Intervention to Prevent affective disorders in high-risk Adolescents

The PIPA Trial is exploring the effectiveness of an online resource for parents/carers to help reduce depression and

anxiety in young people. The trial is being coordinated by the University of Warwick and involves families of young

people aged 11-15 years. The trial is free and conducted completely online; eligible parents/carers and young people

will be asked to complete some questionnaires and will receive access to some online parenting resources. Please

look out for the letter about how to sign up which contains more information. If you have any questions, please

speak to Mrs Marchant, AHT Pastoral or contact the PIPA Trial team at pipa@warwick.ac.uk or 02476574316/

02476575078.

Attendance Figures Term 2 - Mrs Marchant

Year % Attendance

Year 7 95.1

Year 8 92.8

Year 9 91.8

Year 10 92.1

Year 11 87.7
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Lower Sixth 93.6

Upper Sixth 90.9

Finally, you are aware that I have written to parents with news of my decision to retire at the end of this academic

year. Governors have decided to re-advertise the post and are hoping to interview in mid-March. I will, of course,

keep parents and carers informed as things progress.

It only remains for me to wish you a pleasant week and hope that you are able to enjoy this spring-like weather.

With my best wishes,

Mrs L Wybar, Headteacher
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